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In his seventh paper he gives a series of tables containing
observations of the performance of his latest electro-
magnetic engine. The "relative quantities of electric
current . . . the difference between those quantities . . .
the velocity of the revolving electro-magnets in feet per
second . . . the work including friction . . . the duty in
pounds raised to the height of one foot by the agency of
one pound of zinc" . . . are noted.
"In calculating the amount of work, I found that current
12-4 was just sufficient to keep the machine in motion, the
friction referred to the distance from the axle of the revolv-
ing electro-magnets being equal to ten ounces avoirdupois,
the same quantity of current was, whatever the velocity
might be, always able to overcome exactly the same amount
of friction. I therefore felt justified in using it as a basis on
which to calculate the force due to other quantities of current
electricity. The duty, in the fifth column, is calculated on
the basis of decomposition of water by a given current. I
must observe that the friction is estimated as part of the
work, and that, whenever the motive force was not sufficient
by itself to turn the machine, a weight thrown over the
pulley on the axis supplied the requisite assistance."
His use of the words "work'* and "duty" in this passage
virtually marks the introduction of these industrial en-
gineer's terms into physical science. The moment when
one great branch of human activity begins to influence
another cannot often be clearly defined, but Joule's words
here clearly record the moment at which the industrial
engineer's conceptions of "work" and "duty" entered
physical science. The notions of "work" and "duty" had
evolved during the growth of industrial engineering as
measures of the economic value of the activity of engines.
They were outside physics. Joule effectively introduced
them into physics in his analysis of the running principles
of the electric motor.
The figures of the running tests given in this paper show
the effects of the electrically induced resistance in the wire
owing to the motion of the machine. When driven by a
constant battery the force of the engine decreases as the
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